Investing. In A Whole New Light.

Crosspoint Capital Management

A Progressive Way of Investing

Crosspoint Capital Management offers a
solution that shifts away from the old and into
a new approach to investing.

Investing For Your Peace of Mind
Crosspoint Capital Management offers a transformative
approach to investing, away from old views that has put
investor’s capital at risk, providing a new bridge to growing
capital.
We provide our clients with a clear-cut solution to successfully
navigate through the inevitable ups and downs of an ever
changing stock market. Our disciplined approach and rigorous
process provides a straight forward, time-tested solution that
empower investors’ and gains their peace of mind.
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The Crosspoint Difference

Philosophy

Progressive Investing

We believe investment performance depends as much on capital
preservation as it does on asset growth. Crosspoint Capital
Management has disciplined strategies for both.

Throughout the history of the stock market, investors
have been taught that the only way to participate in
the growth of the market was to endure through
periods of market declines.
We Think Differently

Strategies
Our Investment strategies shift market exposure based on the
condition and trend of the U.S. stock market as determined by the
firm's Market Sentiment Indicator (MSI). When the MSI is positive,
Crosspoint will increase market exposure within our strategies through
our rigorous technical, fundamental, and liquidity thresholds. When the
MSI displays negative signals, Crosspoint decreases exposure to the
market by rotating completely into cash, or by reducing market
beta.

Through our ability to actively measure risk, we are
proactively positioning client portfolios to succeed
through all market conditions. Our philosophy moves
away from the traditional buy and hold strategy.
Tactical Leader - Mission
Crosspoint has been holding true to our tactical
approach since 2005 . The losses produced in buy and
hold strategies during the Dot Com Bubble and
Financial Crisis of 2008 left other investors scrambling
to find new ways to invest. Crosspoint’s methodology
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Investing For Your Peace of Mind

Financial strategies guided by principles that support long-term
objectives for individuals and institutional investors.

Accelerating Growth In Volatile Markets

Through our disciplined approach to managing risk,
we accelerate the growth of capital by protecting it
in more volatile markets.

The 2008 Market Crash

Preserving Capital During Market Downturns
Investors endured a staggering draw-down of
55% in the S&P 500 from October 11, 2007 to
March 9, 2009. This means that S&P 500 needed
to generate a return of 122% to recoup all of its
losses. These types of major market downturns
can put investor goals significantly off-track,
including delaying retirement plans.
At Crosspoint, our Tactical All-Cap strategy was
only down 1% during this same period of time.
Our model helped avoid this market downturn
by moving to 100% cash. This allowed us to
grow investor capital from a much higher base
instead of needing to recoup heavy losses. All of
our strategies adhere to principals of capital
preservation, similar to the Tactical
All-Cap strategy.

* 10/11/2007-3/9/2009
S&P 500: -55%
Crosspoint Tactical All-Cap: -1%
*This claim refers to all clients who were allocated to
the Tactical All-Cap strategy during the labeled dates

10/11/2007

S&P 500

2007

2008

2009

55%

3/9/2009

2010

Source: Factset & Crosspoint Capital Management
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How the Market Moves
Are you investing for a bull market, or a real market?
Over the last 110+ years, the stock market has shown long-term growth. However most investors have a realistic time horizon of 10-30 years to
reach a major financial goal such as retirement. As the chart below indicates, the market goes through periods of growth for 10 years (on average)
and periods of sideways movement lacking investment returns that last 18 years (on average). Sideways markets not only provide dismal market
returns for a buy and hold strategy, they also leave investor portfolios defenseless to major market downturns as in 2008.
Dow Jones Industrial Average (1897-2017)* Cumulative Returns

18971906

1906-1924

19241929

1929 -1954

1954-1966

1966-1982

1982 -1999

2000-2008 2009-2017

Source: Data collected from Dow Jones/ Factset. Logarithmic graph of the Dow Jones Industrial Average from January, 1897 through December, 2017. Performance displayed represents past performance,
which is no guarantee of future results.
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Selling From Positions of Strength
Crosspoint has rigorous sell
disciplines in place to focus on
protecting capital through all market
cycles.

To Invest or Stay at Bay
Growing capital with less risk requires investing in strong markets
and moving out of uncertain markets. Our proprietary indicators
give us an edge and alert us to a potential sea change.

Disciplined Investment Process
We use a disciplined, unemotional three step process for finding the best
opportunities to grow capital in the U.S. equity market. If the opportunity is not
prevalent, we are preserving capital by being completely in cash.

STEP 1 - Weekly Market Sentiment
Every week Crosspoint evaluates the market using the Crosspoint Market
Sentiment Indicator (MSI). Our MSI digests the price action of the entire U.S.
equity market, giving us a simple, straightforward measurement of the overall
health and risk levels of the market. By rigorously following this, we are
constantly evaluating the risk-reward of the current market environment.
Build Portfolio

STEP 2 (A or B)
A: Portfolio Construction
If our MSI shows the market is
Bullish, we add market
exposure accordingly, based
upon strategy allocation.

B: Shift in Risk
OR

Shift Exposure

If our MSI shows the market is
Bearish and risk levels are elevated,
we shift into capital preservation
mode; either through rotation into
100% cash, or by reducing market
beta.

STEP 3 - A Strong Discipline
The portfolio is actively managed using strict sell disciplines that focus on
mechanical, fundamental, and technical factors.
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A Strong Sell Discipline Provides Protection Against Loss
Crosspoint Capital Management’s approach
eliminates the emotional pitfalls of investing.

Managing Risk to Preserve Client Capital
Managing Overall Market Risk

A Strong, Unemotional Discipline For Knowing When to Reduce
Exposure
Investors often become emotionally attached to a stock or the market.
Crosspoint has strict sell disciplines to take the emotion out of the
equation. We are able to protect client capitalfrom elevated levels of risk
stemming from the overall market and from individual positions in a
portfolio.

Market Status
Shifts to Negative

Managing Overall Market Risk
When Crosspoint’s indicator on the market shows risk levels are elevated
and the market could potentially see higher volatility, risk exposure is
either reduced or eliminated depending on the strategy.

Trailstops

Managing Allocation Risk
When we are positive on the stock market, we own a portfolio of
equities or exchange traded funds. We mitigate the risk associated with
each position by setting parameters that each must always meet. If a
position or allocation fails to meet the parameters, a sell will be triggered
and the position is liquidated. We will then potentially restructure an
allocation depending on the current market conditions.

Fundamental
Investment
Thesis
Technical
analysis (moving
averages, relative
strength, etc.)
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For Individual and Institutional Accounts
Crosspoint Capital Management has the flexibility
and marketplace knowledge to work with a
broad spectrum of clients.

Our Services

Who We Serve:
Individuals, Financial Advisors, Unions, Pension Plans, and Institutions.

Frequent Communications:
Weekly Market Sentiment eNewsletters, Monthly Custodian Statements, and Quarterly Investor Letters. In addition you will have direct and easy access
to Crosspoint's staff.

Personalized Service:
Headquarter in San Francisco, we pride ourselves on providing a personalized level of service no matter where you live or where your operations reside.

Flexible Platform Options:
For your convenience, Crosspoint Capital Management partners with the following platforms for its portfolio management services.
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Crosspoint Management Team

Tony Cantando
Founder and CEO
tony@crosspointcm.com
415.291.2912
Tony is Crosspoint’s Senior Portfolio Manager and leads the investment and equity research process. Tony is also responsible for product and
business development, along with managing existing client relationships. Prior to Crosspoint, Tony was a Vice President and Portfolio Manager
for ThinkEquity LLC in its Asset Management division. Earlier in his career, he worked for the Private Bank at Banc of America Investment Services
(BAS) and was a Market Maker/Specialist with Wedbush Morgan Securities. Tony holds FINRA licenses 7, 24, 55, and 66. Tony earned a B.S.E. from
St. Mary’s College in 1999.

Andrew Lancaster
Head of Research
andrew@crosspointcm.com
415.291.2911
Andrew is the Head of Research for Crosspoint, providing detailed portfolio analysis for the full suite of Crosspoint strategies. He is also
responsible for improving business & operational efficiency across the firm. Prior to starting at Crosspoint, Andrew held a position in Business
Operations for Sanctuary Wealth Services before becoming a capital markets analyst at Goldman Sachs. He has been working in the
industry since 2014, and holds a FINRA series 65 license. He attended the University of California, Berkeley, and will forever be a
supporter of Cal Athletics.
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Seeking Performance With Downside Protection
Crosspoint Capital Management is suited
for investors seeking capital growth and performance
with downside protection.

Investing. In A Whole New Light

Crosspoint Capital Management

The information in this brochure is for informational purposes only, and does not represent the only
possible investment strategy, nor a representation of every material fact. Past performance is not an
indication of future results. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice.
Crosspoint Capital Strategies, its managers, officers and employees shallhave no liability for any
inaccuracies in this information. This is not an offer or a solicitation to purchaseany financial product.
Advisory Services provided under the name Crosspoint Capital Management are offered through
Crosspoint Capital Strategies, LLC (A SEC registered investment advisor and subsidiary of Crosspoint
Capital Management).

Crosspoint Capital Management
600 Montgomery Street, Suite 1100
San Francisco, California 94111
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Phone: 415.291.2914
E-mail: info@crosspointcm.com
www.crosspointcm.com

